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WHAT IS THE 
KTM JUNIOR SUPERCROSS?

Back for 2022, the KTM Junior Supercross Challenge is a truly unique opportunity for aspiring seven-to-eight-
year-olds to experience the life of a professional Supercross rider for a day!

18 lucky aspiring KTM Junior Riders get to experience the thrill of racing in front of a packed out crowd at a 
professional Supercross race.

This rare opportunity offers up-and-coming riders a once-in-a-lifetime chance to immerse themselves in a 
Factory racing environment like no other. Each racer can bring along a mechanic to share in this thrilling 
occasion.

So what can riders expect from the KTM Junior Supercross experience . . .

- A KTM Factory prepped KTM 50 SX for the day

- KTM PowerWear Pack to keep: Jersey, Pants, Gloves, Goggles & more

- Exclusive KTM Junior Supercross Factory Pit Setup for the day featuring 
   Rider Hospitality (drinks & food)

- Track walk with KTM Pro Riders

- Two Practice Sessions and One Exhibition Main Event on the night

- Two Complimentary Passes (rider & mechanic) to watch all the nights action

The 2022 KTM Junior Supercross Challenge will be offered on;

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 22ND
MELBOURNE, VICTORIA
2022 FIM WORLD SUPERCROSS
AUSTRALIAN GRAND PRIX
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MESSAGE TO PARENTS

ELIGIBILITY

KTM Junior Supercross participants will ride KTM 50 SX models. Before completing the entry form, please be 
sure your child would  like to participate in this event. It may sound like the chance of a lifetime for you and be 
a nightmare for your child. Consider that your child will be in front of approximately 50,000 live spectators and 
their main event will be telecast live nationally and then replayed around the world. 

As a Supercross racer they will be required to ride over LARGE and technical obstacles. We want this to be a 
positive experience for your child and everyone involved so please take this into consideration before entering 
them. The KTM Junior Supercross program is intended to be a fun event with the emphasis on sportsmanship 
and family interaction. Any behaviour to the contrary will not be tolerated and KTM reserve the right to remove 
any participants who we deem to be breaching this conduct.

Applicants must meet the following requirements.

Past KTM Junior Supercross participants are not eligible to apply.

Applicants must be a current KTM rider (VIN for current motorcycle must be provided). KTM must be 
owned by a Parent/Guardian of the applicant.

For the safety of all riders, children with at least one year of racing experience are eligible to apply. Today’s 
Supercross tracks are not playgrounds and present very challenging riding conditions. To make sure the 
KTM Junior Supercross experience is a positive one, every parent should strongly evaluate whether or not 
their child’s riding skills are up to the challenge. 

Riders must be either 7 or 8 years old at the time of the event and meet the height and weight 
requirements of less than 137cm tall and less than 31kg.

Riders must maintain above average results in school, report cards are required as proof of current 
grades. 

Riders must be current MA/MNZ licence holders on the day of the
event, day licences will not be available for riders.
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APPLICATION PROCESS

SELECTION PROCESS

Applications close 9.00am AEDT September 23rd 2022.

Complete the application form in full and include all supplementary documents.

Please ensure you familiarise yourself with the event participation terms and conditions and understand by 
applying for selection you agree to these terms.

They have met all the eligibility requirements
15 applicants will be chosen by random ballot draw
3 applicants will be chosen by KTM

Pay a $400 AUD entry fee
Arrange their own accommodation and travel to/from the event
Receive 2 complimentary passes (1 rider/1 mechanic)
Receive a day of factory rider treatment, plus extras as listed on the first page
Arrive at the Supercross location on Saturday morning for registration

-
-
-

-
-
-
-
-

The selected KTM Junior Supercross applicants will be chosen by the following criteria:

Successful applicants will be notified 4 weeks prior to the event. Those picked will receive detailed 
instructions regarding race day procedures and payment instructions.

If selected, riders will:
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EVENT PARTICIPATION
TERMS AND CONDITIONS

1. Riders must be either 7 or 8 years old at the time of the event and meet the height and weight requirements 
of less than 137cm tall and less than 31kg. Proof of age is required.

2. Applicants must be a current KTM rider (VIN for current motorcycle must be provided). KTM must be owned by 
a Parent/Guardian of the applicant.

3. Due to the technical nature of the event and difficult obstacles, KTM requires that all applicants have at least 
one year of competition experience. Riders must submit a résumé documenting this information along with 
application to qualify for entry.

4. KTM require the riders latest report card and or a letter from the rider’s teacher. Academic participation and 
achievement will be part of the determining factor whether a rider qualifies for the event or not.

5. Riders must be able to pick up the motorcycle without assistance if fallen and be familiar with the starting 
procedure of the motorcycle as they will be unattended once on the race track.

6. Riders must hold a current Motorcycling Australia license to take part in this event.

7. All Motorcycling Australia competition and conduct rules apply to the KTM Junior Supercross Challenge.

8. Rider/family is responsible for travel to and from the event and any related expenses.

9. Rider must provide all safety equipment as required by Motorcycling Australia (helmet, boots, chest protector, 
kidney belt, goggles, etc.)

10. There is no application fee, however if selected, all participants must pay an entry fee of $400.00 to KTM.

11. Applications must be completed in full and all supplemental materials must accompany the application. 
Incomplete applications will be automatically deemed ineligible.

12. KTM and SX Global Pty Ltd, reserves the right to determine who may or may not participate in the KTM 
Junior Supercross.

13. Applications close September 27th 2022. Participants are chosen by the following criteria;
i. They must have met all eligibility requirements.
ii. 15 of successful applicants will be chosen by random ballot draw and 3 of successful applicants 

will be chosen by KTM.
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EVENT PARTICIPATION
 TERMS AND CONDITIONS

14. Selected applicants will be notified four weeks prior to the event. The $400.00 entry fee is payable 
immediately. If the entry fee is not received within 48 hours of being notified, the position will be considered 
forfeit and KTM will select another rider to fill the vacant position.

15. In the event that a rider cannot fulfill his/her position to participate, KTM will reassign the position. You may 
not sell, transfer, or “scalp” your position to anyone else.

16. All video, audio, trademarks, or any other rights are the property of KTM and SX Global Pty Ltd.

17. Use of video cameras or equipment at any Supercross or KTM Junior Supercross event (on stadium floor or 
staging area) is strictly prohibited by SX Global Pty Ltd. Cameras are allowed in the pits.

18. KTM Junior Supercross riders may not participate in any other riding activities during the race day.

19. KTM reserves the right to add, delete, or change any rule at any time. All decisions made by KTM are final.

20. There may be circumstances (such as weather) that may force SX Global Pty Ltd and KTM to alter the 
schedule or cancel an event. SX Global Pty Ltd and KTM reserve the right to adjust the schedule as they see fit.

21. Participants consent to KTM or SX Global Pty Ltd using their name, likeness, image and/or voice (including 
photograph, film and/or recording of the same) in any media for an unlimited period without remuneration for 
the purpose of promoting the Event and promoting any products manufactured, distributed and/or supplied by 
the Event Provider and that all such records of the Event are the sole property of the Event Provider.

22. The health of all riders and staff is our top priority, therefore riders should not attend the event if they are 
feeling unwell. Stay home if you are unwell or someone from your household has been unwell. The cancellation 
policy stipulated in point 20 will be void for any riders who cannot attend due to illness.

23. Participants understand that by attending this event I must adhere to any COVID-19 health safety 
measures that have been put in place by not only event organisers, but venues or businesses that I frequent 
during the course of the event. This also includes practicing social distancing and good hygiene as directed, as 
well as advising the event organiser or medical support staff if they begin to feel unwell.
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